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We present a criterion for uniform rotundity of Musielak-Orlicz sequence spaces. 
In particular, we get a better characterization of uniform rotundity of Banach 
spaces I( {pi}), called Nakano spaces, considered by K. Sundaresan (Studia 
Math. 39 (1971), 227-331. 0 1986 Academic Press, Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
Geometrical properties of Banach spaces play an important role in the 
theory of approximation and optimization. The property of uniform rotun- 
dity ensures, for example, the cxistcncc and unicity of nearest points in best 
approximation problems, Moreover, uniformly rotund I3anach spaces are 
E-spaces where “all convex norm-minimization problems are ‘strongly 
solvable’ and all convex best approximation problems are ‘well posed’ in 
the sense of Hadamard” [4]. A mong the many papers concerning 
approximation problems, some, e.g., [3, lo], deal with best approximation 
in Orlicz spaces. It is important there to know how rotundity of Orlicz 
space is expressed in terms of Young functions. So it seems worthwhile to 
look for criteria for the validity of various geometrical properties in spaces 
of Orlicz type. 
We know a criterion for uniform rotundity of Orlicz sequence space [S] 
and a sufficient condition and a little weaker necessary one for this 
property in Nakano space [ 121. The Nakano spaces, like the Orlicz spaces, 
are particular cases of more general Musielak-Orlicz spaces. Here we will 
find necessary and sufficient conditions stated in terms of Young functions 
for uniform rotundity of such spaces. In particular, we get a criterion for 
the validity of this property in Nakano spaces. 
Now we introduce the basic notations and definitions. In the following, 
let R be the real line, R, = [0, + CD) and N the set of natural numbers. 
For arbitrary a, b E 58, we write min(a, b) = a A 6, max(a, b) = a v b. Let 
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UNIFORM ROTUNDITY OF SEQUENCE SPACES 
cp = (q,J, where cp, are Young functions, i.e., qn: R, -+ R, are convex and 
q,,(O) = 0 for all y1 E N. Let cp;‘: R + --f R, be the generalized inverse 
function, i.e., cp;’ (u) = inf{u > 0: pDn (u) > a}. The Musielak-Orlicz space 1, 
is the set of all real sequences x = (u,) such that 
for some Iz >O dependent on x. If all functions (Pi are identical then I, 
becomes an usual Orlicz space. Here, I, is endowed with Luxemburg norm, 
i.e., //XII = inf(e > 0: 1, (X/E) d l> (for details of Musielak-Orlicz spaces see 
[l 1 ] ). Let us define a new function $ = (y?n) as follows, 
where am = 1. The spaces I, and I, are isometrically equal. Indeed, let 
T: I, -+ I, be such that TX = y, where y = (u,/b,) for x = (u,). If E > 0 is such 
that I@(JJ/E) d 1 (which is equivalent to 1, (X/E) d 1) then /u,/b,~l < 1 and 
so 1,(J)/ilE)=C?=, tin(l~,/b,sI)=C;=i ~,(Iu,/sj)=I,(x/~). It means that 
I/ yI1 c = /Ix/I ‘p, where I/ /I ti ( jl jl V) denotes the Luxemburg norm in 1,(1,). 
Henceforth, by virtue of the above considerations, we assume that 
~p,~( 1) = 1, M= supn (p,(2) < co, and q,, are convex on the interval CO, 11 
and are nondecreasing on R + . However, we must remember that q7, may 
be not convex on the whole set R +. Now, define a few conditions concern 
ing the function CJX 
It is said that q satisfies the condition 6, [73 if there exist constants 
k, 6 > 0 and a nonnegative sequence (c,) E I, such that 
for each n E N and u E R + when (Pi d 6. It is not difficult to show that 
under additional assumptions made on cp, the condition 6, is fulfilled iff 
there exists a nonnegative sequence (c,) E 1, such that the inequality (0.1) is 
fulfilled for each n E fV and all UE (0, 1). Indeed, if 6 < CJJ~(U) d 1 then 
(~,(2u)dM= (M/S) 6 d (M/S) q,(u). Thus CP,(~U)< (k v kf/@ v,(u) + c,, 
for all u < 1. We also note that rp satisfies the condition 6, iff there are a 
constant k and a nonnegative sequence (c,,) such that 
c, cp,(c,)< 00 and cpn(2u)dkvn(u) (0.2) 
for u E Cc,, 11, y1 E N. If, in addition, each cp, vanishes only at zero, then, 
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for each E > 0, a sequence (c,) and a constant k in (0.2) may be chosen in 
such a way that 
f cp,(cn) < 6. (0.3) 
n=l 
We say that cp satisfies the condition (*) if for each CE (0.1) there exists 
6~0suchthatcp,(u)~l-~implies~,((1+6)u)61forallu~[W+,n~N. 
Let us introduce a function h: Iw + x [w + -+ [0, + co) in the following way, 
h(u, 0) = 2@((u + ~)P)l(@(U) + @(u)) if @p(u) v Q(v)>0 
=o if Q(u) v @(a) =0 
for an arbitrary Young function CD. If, in particular, CD is equal to (Pi then 
we will denote the function h by h,. 
Let d be positive number. It is said that cp is uniformly convex in the d- 
neighbourhood of zero if for each a E [0, 1) there exist 6 E (0, 1) and a non- 
negative sequence (d,) such that (P,, (d,) < d and 
for UE (d,, cp;‘(d)], n E N. Recall that a Young function @ is strictly con- 
vex on an interval [a, b] if @((u + v)/2) < (d)(u) + Q(v))/2 for every 
U, v E [a, b], u #a. A Banach space (X, 11 1) is said to be uniformly rotund 
[2] if for each E>O there exists h(s) 10 such that if lixll = 1, I/y11 = 1, and 
llx-~ll >,E then II(x+y)/211 < l--&s) (equivalently we can put j/xJI < 1, 
llyll < 1 instead of llxll = 1, l\vlj = 1). Similarly, it is said that the modular 
I, is uniformly rotund if for every E > 0 there exists d(s) > 0 such that if 
1,(x)=1, 1,(~)=1, and 1,(x---)&s then 1,((x+y)/2)61-J(E). 
We give the following known results, needed in the sequel, for com- 
pleteness. 
0.1. THEOREM. (a) [6] The norm and modular convergence are equivalent 
in I,, i.e., llxllV +0*1,(k) -+ 0 for some ;1> 0, iff the function CJJ satisfies 
the condition 6, and each q,, vanishes only at zero. 
(b) [7] We have an equivalence /Ix/I = 1 -Z,(x) = 1 iff the function cp 
satisfies the condition 6,. 
0.2. THEOREM [7]. The space I, is rotund iff the following conditions are 
satisfied: 
-the function cp fulfills the condition 6,, 
-there exists a sequence (a,,) such that a, E [0, 11, 
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q,, (a,) + v,,, (a,) > 1 for n #m and each 9, is strictly convex on [0, a,j, 
-each function q, vanishes only at zero. 
0.3. LEMMA [9]. The function h has the following properties: 
Cl) h(u, 0) = NV, u), 
(2) a .fkction u -+ h(u, v) is nondecreasing on an interval CO, v] for 
each VE R,. 
0.4. LEMMA [9]. If 6, is a strictly convex young function on an interval 
[0, a] then for every E > 0, d,, d2 E (0, a], d, < d2, there emsts 
p = ~(8, d, , d*) E (0, 1) such that 
h(u, v) < 1 -p 
b2XJLTS 
1. LEMMA. If q satisfies the condition (*) then there exists rOE (0, 1) 
such that inf, qn (r,,) = M0 > 0. 
proof. Suppose, to the contrary, inf, q,(r) = 0 for every Y E (0, 1). Then 
there exists m, E N such that q,“( I- l/n) < l/2 for every n E N. Hence, by 
the condition (*), we have 
cp,,(tl +a)(1 -l/n))< 1 61.1) 
for ail n E N and some 6 E (0, 1). But (1 + 6)(1 - l/n) > 1 for suffiicientfy 
large n, i.e., cp,((l + 6)( 1 - l/n)) > I for every i, which contradicts (1.1) 
2. LEMMA. If 50 satisfies the conditions (*) and 6, and each (Pi vanishes 
only at zero then inf, 6, (r) > 0 for every r E (0, 1). 
ProoJ: We have M, = inf, q3, (rO) > 0 for some r0 E (0, I), by the 
previous lemma. But 
qD, (r&l 3 (llk)(cp, (rd - c,) 3 ( W?(Mo - ~1, 
by the condition 6,. We can choose n, such that infn,., (M, - c,~) > 0, 
because c, -+ 0. Putting 
M, = inf (l/k)(M, - c,) A 
n > n, , <ifin, h(r&) . . 
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we have inf, qn(r0/2) > MI > 0. Similarly it can be shown that 
inf, q)n (r,,/2’) > 0 for each natural number i. By virtue of monotonicity of 
(P,, this ends the proof. 
3. LEMMA. If cp satisfies the condition 13~ then the family {(p,> is equicon- 
tinuous on the interval [0, 11: i.e., for every E > 0 there exists 6 > 0 such that 
/~--VI <6 implies Iv,(u)-rp,(v)l <&for all u, vE [0, 11, nEN. 
ProoJ: For a contrary there exists E > 0, sequences (u,), (u,) c [O, 11 
and a subsequence (n,) of natural numbers such that 
IG - v,I < l/m and Icp,,(~m)--(Pnm(Vm)I ‘6 (3.1) 
for every m E N. Since the functions cp, are uniformly continuous on [0, 1 ] 
we can assume without loss of generality that n1 < n2 < . .. . Sequences 
(u,), (v,) must possess accumulation points. Let us note that the 
accumulation points of (u,) and v,) are equal: this results simply from 
(3.1). 
First, let the number 1 be a point of accumulation of (u,) and (II,). 
Assume for simplicity that U, --t 1 and v, -+ 1 and 
%,(4 3 %,(f4J (3.2) 
for all m E N. Then (P+,,(vJ d (Pi, - E < 1 -E, by (3.1). Hence and by 
the assumed condition (*) we have cp,J(l + 6) v,) < 1 for each m E N and 
some 6 > 0. So (1 + 6) v, d 1 for every m E N, which contradicts v, -+ 1. 
Now, let 0 be a point of accumulation of (u,) and (v,). Suppose U, + 0, 
v, -+ 0, and the inequality (3.2) holds. Also, let us note that p,(u) <U 
for all u E [0, 11. Therefore and by virtue of (3.1) we have 
E < E + (pflm (v,) < (P~,(u,J < U, for every m E IV, which contradicts U, -+ 0. 
Finally, let s E (0, 1) be a point of accumulation of (u,) and (II,). Taking 
a~(0, s A (1 -s)) we have 
(cp,(~+~)-cp,(~))l~~(1-~~(~))/(1--s), 
(~p,(s)--cp,(s--a))lae(l--cp,(s--a))l(l-(s--a)), 
by convexity of (Pi. Hence 
%zb+ a) d P*(S) + 4(1 -sh 
(Pn (8) < 9P, (s - a) + @Al -s), 
(3.3) 
for each n E N. However, urn, v, E [s - CI, s + cl] for infinitely many indices. 
Therefore 
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for infinitely many indices m and a E (0, s A (1 -s)), by (3.3) and the 
monotonicity of qn. Taking CI < E( 1 - s)/2 we get a contradiction with (3.1). 
4. hMMA. The function (p is unif&ndy convex in the d-neighbourhood of 
zero tff for each F E (0, 1) there exist p E (0, 1) and a nonnegative sequence 
(4) such that p,(d,) Gd, C,“= 1 cp,(d,) -c GO, and 
if ju- v[ 2 E(U v v) and u v v E (d,, ~7;~ (d)], n E N. 
Pro~$ Let (d,) and 6 be a sequence and a constant from the definition 
of uniform convexity of q, chosen for a = 1 -E. Let u, u satisfy the 
assumptions of the lemma and let u > ZI. Then u E: (d,, q;’ (d)] and 
(1 -E) u >, v. Hence h,(u, v) L h,(u, (1 -F) u), by the property (2) of h, in 
Lemma 0.3. Thus, we have h,(u, u) 6 1 -p, by uniform convexity of q, 
putting p = 6. The converse is immediate if we apply the inequahty 
6,(u,u)~l-pfor~=l-aandu=au,whereu~(d,,cp~’(d)],a~~O,1). 
5. LEMMA. If cp is untjrarmly convex in the d-neighbourhood oJf zero and 
each (Pi is strictly convex on the interval [0, CJ.I,‘(~)], respectively, then for 
every E E (0, 1) there exists ji E (0, 1) and a nonnegative sequence (d,) with 
C,“= i (pti(d,,) -C E and such that the previous lemma holds with P, and (d,) 
instead ofp and (d,). 
Proof. We can assume that E < d. Let (d,) and p be as in the previous 
lemma. We have C,“= ng c t ~0, (d,) < 42 for some n, E iW Let a, be positive 
numbers such that C”,p r cp,(a,) c s/2. Since (D, are strictly convex on 
[0, cp;‘(d)], so h,(u, v)< 1 -p,, for some pn~(O, 1) if Ju--211 >~E(u v v) 
and u v v E (a,, 40; l (d)] for n = l,..., no, by Lemma 0.4. Putting 
d,, = d, if n = no + 1, n, + 2,... 
= a, if n = l,..., n,, 
andp=p, vp2v ... vpno v p, Lemma 4 holds with @ and (d,) in place of 
P and (d,). 
6. LEMMA. If CJJ is untformly convex in the d-neighbourhood of zero, cp 
satisfies the condition 6, and each cp, is strictly convex on the interval 
[O, ~7;~ (d)], respectively, then for every E E (0, 1) there exist k > 0, p E (0, I) 
and a nonnegative sequence (c,) such that x:,“= 1 cp,(2c,) < E and 
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h, (2.4, v)d 1 -p 
Proof: Functions (P* are strictly convex on some neighbourhood of 
zero, so they vanish only at zero. Hence and by the supposed condition 6, 
(see also (0.3)) it follows the existence of a sequence (cl) and a constant 
k>O such that cp,(2u)<kq,(u) for UE [CL, 11, where C,?‘, cp,(2ci)<~/2. 
Moreover, we have C,“= r cp,(2&) < co for a sequence (&) from the 
previous lemma, by the condition 6,. Acting in a manner similar to that in 
the preceding proof, we modify (Li,) in such a way that C,“= 1 CJI~ (2&) <s/2. 
Putting c, = CL v c?,, we end the proof of the lemma. 
7. LEMMA. If cp is uniformly convex in the d-neighbourhood of zero and 
satisfies conditions J2 and (*), and each qD, is strictly convex on [0, cp;’ (d)], 
then for arbitrary LX, p E [0, l] satisfying the inequality 0 <a < y = j A d 
there exists p E (0, 1) such that 
h,(u, v) d 1 -p 
for every nEN, u,v~R+ ifO<u<cp;“(a) andcp;‘(y)<v<l. 
ProoJ: Let (Pi (u,) = CI, cp, (v,) = y. Since (Pi (v,) - (Pi (u,) = y - a > 0, 
there exists 6, E (0, a) such that v, -u, > 6, for every n E N, by Lemma 3. 
Hence u,- u,> &II,, because V,E (0, 11. Applying Lemma 5 with 6, in 
place of E we find a nonnegative sequence (d,) and a constant q E (0, 1) 
such that C,“=, rp,(d,)d~?,<cc<y and 
hn(u,c v,)< l-q (7.1) 
for each n E N, because v, - u, 2 &,v, and cp,(u,) v cp,(v,) = 
y E (cp,(d,), d]. Let VE [q;’ (y), 11. We have the inequalities 
p,((u n +v)/2)~~~(“)--(Pn((u~+v~)‘2)((u +v)/2-v)+cp,(v), 
v-(u,+v,)/2 n 
(cp?z(%) + (P,(v))/2 a 
cp,(v)-(cp*(u,)+(p,(v,))/2((u +v),2-v)+cp,(v) 
v - (un + z&)/2 n > 
by the convexity of cp,. Hence and by (7.1) we get 
h,(u,, 0) Q (a, + (I- q)(a + y)PY(a, + (a + YIPI 
for each n E N, where a, = cp,(v)(v - v,)/(v - u,) E (0,l). Since the function 
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u -+ (U + b,)/(u + b,), b, < b2, is increasing for UE CO, 11, so 
h,(u,, v) < 1 -p, where p = (q(a + y)/2)/( 1 -t- (LX + y)/2). IIence and by the 
second property of h,, we obtain 
h,(u, v)< 1 -p 
for all y1 E FV, if 9, (u) < c1 and y < q,, (0) d 1, which ends the proof. 
1.1. Remark. (1) It is not difficult to show that uniform convexity of C+J 
in the d-neighbourhood of zero implies this in the c-neighbourhood of zero 
for c E (0, d]. 
(2) Let N be a subset of N. We say that a family (qJntN is uniformly 
convex in the d-neighbourhood of zero, if the function $ = (@,) has this 
property, where $, = rp, for n E N and $, = 0 for pz $ N. In Lemmas 4-7 we 
can replace the function q by a family (q,J,,,,,, obtaining the statements of 
the lemmas not for all n E N but only for II EN. 
8. LEMMA. Let (X, // 11) b e a normed space. If f: X-r 52 is a convex 
function in the set K(0, 1) = ( XGX: /JxI/ <l> and if(x)j<M for ali 
x E K(0, 1) and some M > 0 then f is almost untformZy continuous in K(0, 1); 
i.e., for all dc (0, 1) and E > 0 there exists 6 > 0 such that I/ yjl <d and 
lix-yll ~6 implies If(x)-f(y)/ <&,for all x,ysK(O, 1). 
Proof: We can always suppose that A43 1. Let g,(x)=fl.~+y)--f(y). 
It is enough to show uniform continuity of this function at zero with 
respect o y E K(0, d). Note that g,(O) = 0 and the function g,(x) is convex 
for such arguments x for which Ilx+yij < 1. If Ilyll <d and llxlj < 1 -d 
then /lx +- yll d 1 and so lg,(x)l6 I f(x + y)l + I f(y)] < 2M. Putting 
6 = (1 - d) 42M and taking y E K(0, d) and x E K(0, S), we have 
gy (x) < (42M) gy (2MX/E) < (42M) 2M = E, (8.1) 
because lj2Mx/a(I d 1 -d for x E K(O,6). Moreover 0 =g,(O) < 
(l/( 1 + a/2M)) gY (n) + ((&/2M)/( 1 + 42J.4)) gv ( - ~Mx/E ), which implies 
g,(x)~(-E/2M)g,(-2iMxle)3 -8, (8.2) 
because /j -2Mx/~lI d 1 -d for x E K(0, 6). The inequalities (8.1) and (8.2) 
end the proof. 
9. LEMMA. If the condition 6, is fu&Xed then the following conditions are 
equivalent : 
(1) the function 9 sati.$es the condition (* ), 
(2) for every EE (0, 1) there exists y E (0, 1) such that the inequality 
I,(x)<l-E implies llxll61-yforx~Z,. 
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Proof (1) * (2) Let E E (0, 1) be chosen arbitrarily and let x = (u,) be 
such that Z,(x)<l--E. Then (~~(l~~j)<l-s for each ~E/V. Hence 
cpn((l+~)lu,l)~k~,(lu,l)+c,, where k and (c,) are the constant and the 
sequence from the condition 6,. Therefore Z, (( 1 + 6) x) < P, with 
P= k + C,“= i c, < co. Let us introduce a set A and a function 
g: R + -+ [0, + a] in the following way, 
for AER,. The function g is convex, g(0) = 0, g( 1) 4 1 - E, and 
g( 1 + 6) d P < co. Hence it is continuous on the interval [0, 1+ S]. Thus 
there exists &, E (1, 1 + 61 such that g(&) 6 1, by the Darboux property. It 
means that Z,(&x) 6 1 for all x E A. Then, putting q = 1 - l/1, we have 
/IxI( d 1 - y for each x G A. 
(2) + (1) For an arbitrary E E (0, 1) and IZ E N, let us take u E R + such 
that (Pi < 1 - E. If we put x = ue, then Z,(x) = (Pi (u) < 1 - E. So, there is 
q~ (0, 1) such that llxll< 1 - ?. Hence simply Z, (x/( 1 - q)) = 
cp,(u/( 1 -q)) < 1. Putting 6 = r~/( 1- ye) we get the condition (1). 
10. PROPOSITION. The condition 
for every E > 0 there exists 6 > 0 such that I,(x) < 1, Z,(y) < 1 
and Zq(x-y)66 imply IIq(x)-lq(y)I <&for x,y~Z, (10.1) 
holds if and only if the function cp fuljZls the conditions (*) and 6, and each 
(P,, vanishes only at zero. 
Proof: Assume the condition (*) does not hold. Then there exist E > 0 
and sequences (6,)= (l/m), (n,), (u,) such that (Pi, < 1 --E and 
(Pi, (( 1 + 6,) u,) > 1. Without loss of generality, we can take n 1 < n2 < . . . . 
Let 
x, = fwh,~~ y, = Cl+ kJ wnm, 
where a, E (0,6,) is such that cp,,(( 1 + LX,) u,) = 1. We have Z, (x,) < 1, 
I,(y,)=l and Z,(X,-Y~)=(P~,(~~~~)~~~(~--E)~(~/~)(~-F)--~O, 
when m + co, because 0 < a, < 6, = l/m. However, IZ, (x,) -I, (y,)j = 
Icp,,(u,)-~~~((1 +cI,) u,)l = 1 --(~~,(u,J>a for each me N, which means 
that (10.1) is not fulfilled. 
Now, suppose there exist iE N, USE (0, 1) such that cpi(uO) =O. Let us 
take a number u1 E (1 - uO, 1) and a sequence (u,) such that ‘pi+ i (u,,) + 0 
when m+ oo. Let 
x, = ei, ym=ulei+u,e,+,. 
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Then Z, (x,) = 1, I, (y,) 6 1 for sufficiently large m and I, (x, - y,) = 
cPi(l-ul)f~j+l(~m)=~i+l(~m)~O, m-co. However, II,(ZP 
(y,)] = 1 --rp,(~~)-~~+~(u,)>(l -q,(u,))/2>Oforlargem, whichmeans 
that (10.1) does not hold. 
If the condition 6, is not fulfilled then there exists a sequence (x,) c I, 
such that I, (x,) -+ 0 and IIx,,II t, 0, by Theorem 0.1(a). We know that 
llx,Il +O iff Z,(Ax,)-+O for every i1>0 [ll]. So, there is A>1 such that 
I, (x,) -+ 0 and I, (Ax,) ft 0. We can always find A being arbitrarily close 
to one. Then, let ;1 E (1, l/v,), where y0 E [l/2, 1) is such that 
A40 = inf, (P,, (rO) > 0. The existence of such a number rD results from (*) 
and Lemma 1. Suppose, without Ioss of generality, that Z, (x,) < M, and 
Z, (Ax,) 3 E for each m E N and some E E (0, 1). Now we find subsets IV, of 
N such that 
~@qAkJN,)~1 (10.2) 
for each mEN. Indeed, since Z,(x,)<M,, (P~(~zA~~/)<AJ~ for all PEER,!, 
where X, = (u,,). We have Iu,,I < r. for n E N, by the definition of M,. 
Hence (~~(Alu,,j)<cp,(Ar,)< 1. If there exists an index k such that 
qk(lElu,,l ) 3 42 then we put N, = (k}. If it is not true then 
(~k(~l~k~l)+~1(~I~~~l)<2(&/2)<1 for each pair (k,Z), kfl. We put 
N, = (k, Z} if qDk(AI~kml) + q’I(AJul,l) >s/2 for any pair (k, Z). Continuing 
this process we will find IV, satisfying (10.2) because Zp (ix,) > 6. If we 
take 
Ym = x,xNm~ jrn = Lx,xNm> 
we have Zq (y,) < 1, I, (j,) < 1, by (10.2). Moreover, Z, (y, -y,) = 
z,((~-~)x,xN,)6(~-1)f,(x,)~Q, m-+00, because A.-l,<l. 
However, IZ,(.?,J-ZI,(y,)l =Z,(~xn?xN,)-I~(xmxN,)~&/4 for large m, 
because Z, (x,) + 0 and the condition (10.2) holds. This shows again that 
(10.1) cannot be fulfilled. In this way we have proved the necessity of the 
conditions (*), 6, and qn(u) =0 iff u = 0 for satisfying (10.1). 
Now, suppose the function p satisfies (*), 6, and each qn, vanishes only 
at zero. First, we will show the following: 
for each do (0, 1) and E>O there exists 6 >O such that 
Z,(x)<l, Zv(y)ddand Z,(x-y)<6 imply lZ,(x)-ZI,(y)l <E 
for X,yEIq. (10.3) 
Indeed, by the assumed condition (*) and Lemma 9, jiy/ <d, for some 
d1 E (0, 1). It is evident that /Ix/I < 1. Let 6, >O be the constant from 
Lemma 8 chosen for E and d, in place of d. We find 6 > 0 such that 
Z,(z)<6 implies llzlj <6, for ZEZ,, by TheoremO.l. So, if Z,(x)dl, 
Z,(y)<4 and Z,(x-y)d6 th en llxll dL ll~ll64 and lb-YII <aI. 
640;47/4-4 
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Hence lZ, (x) - I, ( JJ)~ < E by Lemma 8, because ZIP satisfies the assumptions 
off on X= I,. 
Further, let x= (u,), y= (u,) and Z,(x)< 1, Z,(y)< 1. We will 
investigate a few cases. 
First, let cp,(ju,l)> l/2 and q,(lu,l)> l/2 for some index m. Let 6’>0 
from (10.3) be chosen for d=& and s/2. So, if CnZm (P~(~u~-u~~)c~’ then 
(10.4) 
because C, + m cp,(bA)<i and CnZm q~,,(aJ< 4. Taking 6,>0 from 
Lemma 3 chosen for ~/2 we put 6” = inf, q,(6,). We have 6” > 0, by our 
assumptions and Lemma 2. Moreover, if qn ( IU - VI ) < 6” then IU - ~1 < 6, 
and hence 
I%(U)--cp,(~)l <E/2 (10.5) 
for all IZ E lV. Let us put 6 = min(6’, 6”). If Z,(x--y) < 6 then 
Cnfm~n(l~n-~nl)<6’ and (~~(j~~--u~l)<6”. Hence and by (10.4) and 
(10.5) we get II,(x)-Iv(y)1 <s. 
Now, let ‘p,,, (lu,l) > 4 and qk( 1~~1) > 4 for some indices m, k, m #k. Let 
6 from (10.3) be chosen for d=$ and s/3. Since Cnfm,kqn(l~nl)<+, 
%nhJ+ cpkM)<$, so 
I&&4 -A&J4 G / c cp,(l%l)- c 4L(ld)~ 
n+mm,k n#m,k 
+ I(Pk(lUkl)-(Pk(IUkl)I 
+ Icp,(l%l)-cpm(l~,l)l! 
if Z,(x-y)<6, by (10.3). 
Finally, let q)n (lu,I ) < i for all n E N. Since Z,(x) 6 1 so we find subsets 
N,,N, of N such that l+J=N1uNz, N,nN,=@ and Z,(XX~,)<$ and 
I, (xxNZ) < 1. If we take 6 from (10.3) for d = i and s/2 then we have 
for x, y satisfying Z, (x - y) < 6. 
In all cases considered the number 6 is dependent only on E and the 
function cp. This remark ends the proof. 
11. PROPOSITION. The space I, is uniformly rotund if and only if the 
following conditions are satisjed: 
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(1) the function cp satisfies the condition a2, 
(2) the function q satisfies the condition (* )> 
(3) each function cp, vanishes only at zero, 
(4) the modular I, is uniformly rotund. 
ProoJ Let the space I, be uniformly rotund. Then I, is rotund and 
hence the function cp satisfies the conditions (1) and (3) (see Theorem 0.2). 
Now, assume (2) is not satisfied. Then there exists a constant E E (0, 1) 
and sequences (6,); (m,) c N, (u,) c (0, + co) such that 0~ 6, JO, m, < 
mz< I..) pm, (u,) < E and cp,,( (1 + 6,) u,) > 1. Put m, = n, without loss of 
generality. Let I, be positive numbers such that q,(l,u,) = 1. Since 
I,E(~, 1 +6,) and ilu,e,ll =l;‘, so 
when IZ-+CO, Let us take Y~E (0, + co) in such a way that 
cp,bwJ=U +&l/2. Then L --f 1, because Y*E (1, I+ 6,). Let vn =ynu,, 
w, =2u, - v,. Moreover, let S,E (0, co) be such that pn(s,) = (l- s)/2. 
Putting 
we have 
x,=v2ne2n+S2n+1e2n+1, yn = w2ne2n 
for all n E N, because 2 - yn < 1. Moreover, 40(-G-Yn)=P2n 
(IvZn-WZnl)+~2n+l(S2n+! )>(l-&)/2 for all HEN. But (x,+yJ/2= 
u2ne2n + (3~~ + 42) e2n + 1 2 u2ne2n, which implies II (&I + YJPII 2 
/llk2ne2njl -+1, by the monotonicity of the norm and (I 1.1). This contradicts 
the uniform rotundity of 1,. 
Now, let I,(x) = 1, Z,(y) = 1, and I, (x - y) > E. Hence and by the well- 
known properties of the Luxemburg norm we have l~xjl = 1, lIy/I = 1, and 
IIs;-yll >~~(a) for some e,(s)>O. Then ll(~+y)/2/1 d 1 -P(E) for some 
P(E) E (0, 1). However, I, ((x +y)/2) < 11(x +y)/2ll, which shows the 
uniform rotundity of the modular I,, i.e., the condition (4). 
Supposing the conditions (l)-(4), let us take x, YE 1, such that /1x1/ = 1, 
llyll = 1, and //x-y/I >E. There exists cl(~)>0 such that 1,(x-~)>&~(a), 
by (l), (3), and Theorem 0.1. We also have I,(x)= 1 and I’,(y)= 1, by 
Theorem 0.1 (b). So, there exists Pl (&I E a 11 such that 
Z,((~+y)/2) G 1 --Pi, by the assumption (4). Now, by virtue of (2) and 
Lemma 9 we find p(s) E (0, 1) satisfying l/(x +y)/2/I < 1 -p(e), which ends 
the proof of this theorem. 
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1.2. Remark. Equivalently, under assumptions (1 k(3) of the above 
proposition we can put I,(x) < 1,1, ( y) < 1 instead of 1, (x) = 1,1, ( y) = 1 
in the definition of uniform rotundity of the modular I,. It can be shown 
by the same technique as that in the above proof. 
12. LEMMA. If cp satisfies the condition a2 and all cp, vanish only at zero 
then the modular I, is uniformly rotund iff 
for each E > 0 there exists C?(E) > 0 such that if I,(x) = I,(y) = 1, 
where x= (u,), y = (v,) are arbitrary with u, 20, v, 3 0, and 
1,(x-y)>&, then Z,((x+y)/2)< i-6(~). (12.1) 
Prooj Let us suppose the condition (12.1) is fulfilled and take x,y such 
that I,(x) = 1, (y) = 1 and 1, (x - y) > E. There exists an index m such that 
~,((-Y~,{~~D@. Let 
and put 
ii,=ii,, n=m 6, = v” n, n=m 
= 0, nEN1 = 0, nENz 
= I%zL otherwise, = IfAl, otherwise, 
where i&, 6, are nonnegative numbers chosen in such a way that 
CN1(P”(IUnl)+V)m(lUmI) = cp,(kJ, CN*~)“(I~nI)+SDm(lVml) = qom(u”nJ 
Denoting X = (ii,), j = (UJ we have I,(X) = 1, (j) = 1 and 1, ((x + y)/2) < 
I, ((X + 7)/2), immediately. Moreover, 
I,(X-Y)3max(l,((x-y)/2XNa),Z~((x-~)X~,{mi,No). (12.2) 
Choosing a constant k and a sequence (c,) in the condition b2 so that they 
satisfy (0.3) we get 
L,Ax-YY~x~~ ~/~I,((x-Y)XN,)-&/~~. (12.3) 
Since I,((x-Y)x~~{~~)~~~, so 1,(X-j7)>~/4 or I,(X-j)>&/4k, by 
(12.2) and (12.3). 
The above lemma is very useful in the proof of the next theorem, because 
the investigation concerning uniform rotundity of I, can be limited to 
elements with nonnegative coefficients. 
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1. THEOREM. The space I, is unrformly rotund if and only if the following 
conditions are satisfied: 
(1) the function cp furfills the condition IjZ; 
(2) the function cp fu@lls the condition (*); 
(3) each functions (P* vanishes only at zero; 
(4) there exists a sequence (a,,) c [O, l] such that q,(a,) + 
qn,(a,) > 1 for all n fm and each q,, is strictly convex on the intervai 
[0, a,], respectively; 
(5) the function q is uniformly convex in the d-neighbourhood of zero, 
where d= (I -inf, cp,(a,)) v 4. 
Proof Sufficiency. Let l,(x)=IV(y)=l, Jg(x-y)3a for some 
E E (0, 1 ), where x = (u,), y = (v,) and u,, v, are nonnegative. Infimum 
expressing the number d is not necessarily attained. Denoting 
CI = inf,, (Pi (a,) let q. be any Young function strictly convex on [O, cp; l (E)] 
and linear on [q;‘(a), 11. We can isometrically imbed the space 1, into k,, 
where Cp= (~p,),“,~. So, in the sequel we assume that the infimum is 
attained and inf, ~,(a,) = ‘p, (al). Note that the function ‘pi is strictly con- 
vex on LO, cp; r (1 - d)]. In particular, if d = 1 then ‘pi is linear on some 
neighbourhood of zero. There exist at most two indices m, k such that 
qo,(u,) > d and qk(vk) > d. First we shall estimate the expression 
I, ((x + y)/2) in the following two situations. 
(A) There exist Jo N, p E (0, l), b E (0, 1) such that h,(u,, vi) d 1 -p 
and qi(u, v v,) 3 b. 
(B) There exist constants 6 > 0, c E (0, d] and a subset No of N such 
that p,, (u, v v,) d c for n E No, 2, pDn (ju, - v,I ) 3 6 and (Pi are strictly 
convex on the inverse image of [O, c], respectively, for n E N,. 
ad. (A) If h, (u,, vi) d 1 -p and qj(uj v v,) 3 b then 
r,((X+~)/2)dl-(P/2)(~~(uj)+~~(vj))~ 1-pb/2. (1.1) 
ad. (B) Let 
E= (n,N,: lun-vZl,l 2(6/8)( u, v v,) and u, v un E Cc,, v;l (c)l}, 
where (c,) is the sequence from Lemma 6 chosen for 6/g, c instead of E, a’. 
So, by virtue of Remark 1.1 there exists p=p(6, C)E (0, 1) such that 
h, (u,, v,) < 1 -p for n E E. Hence immediately 
~q((x+Y)P)G 1 -(P/2)(1,(xx,)+I,(YxE)), (I.21 
because I,(x) =1,(y) = 1. However, (P~(Iu, - v,l) d (6/8)((p,(u,)+ cp,(u,)) 
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or cp,(l~,-~,l)Qcp,M 4 v hJ) d P,CW for n E N,\E. So, CNOiE vp, 
(b,-d) G (V)(Z,(x)+Z,(y))+C,“=, (~,(2c,) < 6/4+V3<6/2. Then 
CE (Pi (I U, - v,I ) > J/2, by the assumption EN0 q)n (Iu, - D,I ) 3 6. Applying 
the condition 6, with the constant k and the sequence (c,) from Lemma 6 
we get 
ajz<~~~(l.,,-~,l)~(k/2)(~~~(..)+Z~~(~*))+Zm,(2~.) 
E E E E 
< (k/2)(& cXXE) + 1, (YXE)) + W. 
Hence I, (xxE) + Z, (yxE) 2 36/4k, which in connection with (1.2) gives the 
estimation 
z,((x+y)/2)< l-3pWk. (1.3) 
Further we shall show that the estimation of Z, ((x + y)/2) is always of the 
type (A) or (B). We shall consider two main cases. 
(I) Let qn(z.+J6d and q,,(~Jdd for all HEN, n#l. If 
~p~(lu,-~~l)<s/2 then we have (B) with 6=~/2, c=dand N,,=N\(l}. If 
~P(lu,-~u,l)>~/2, then by convexity of qpl we have ~~p~(u,)-~~((v,)l 3~/2 
and ICn+l (Pi (~,,)-Cn~~(~n(~n)I=Il-(~~(~~)--++~1~~113~/2. Apply- 
ing Proposition 10 with c/2 instead of E we will find 6 > 0 dependent only 
on E such that C, + i (P~([u~-- u,l) 36. So, we also get the case (B) with 
c=d and N,= N\(l). 
If the case (I) does not hold then we can write, without loss of generality, 
the following. 
(II) There exists an index k # 1 such that (Pi (ok) > d. It is evident that 
we can put d < 1. In the sequel et i be a natural number such that i > 2 and 
E/2’ < 1 - d. 
-Let (P~(u~)<~--E/~~. We shall find PE (0, 1) such that 
hk(Uk, uk) < 1 -p, by Lemma 7 applied to d - s/2’, d in place of a, 6. So, it 
is the case (A) with j = k, b = d. 
-Let ‘pk(uk) > d-s/2’ and (Pi (u,) < 1 - d for each y1 #k. We shall 
show that Cnik (PA~~--A)>~ for some 6 = d(s). Indeed, if 
(Pk(lUk-Vkl)a@ then i(Pkt%-(Pk(ok)l >(Pk(IUk-“kl)>E/2. Hence 
IC,.k(Pn(Un)--Cn~k~Pn(Un)l = I(Pk(Uk)-(Pk(Uk)l a@. Therefore, we find 
a suitable 6 by Proposition 10. So, we get the situation (B) for c = 1 -d, 
No = N\(k). 
-Let (Pk(&) > d- &/2’ and qrn (u,) > 1 - d for some m #k. Then 
d-&/2’<cp,(u,)dd and l-d<cp,(u,)<(l-dd)+~/2~. (1.4) 
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Moreover, we have qk(ok) > d and qm(v,) < 1 - d, by the assumption (II). 
If 
cpDk(vk) > d+ E/2’ or 4L(~m) < (1 - 4 - 42 (1.5) 
then applying Lemma 7 with d, d- 42’ or (1 - d) - ~/2’, I- d in place of 
LX, 8, we find p E (0,l) such that hi(uj, uj) < 1 --p for j = k or j = m. This is 
the case (A) with b = d or b = 1 - d. Contrary to (1.5), we have 
d<cp,(~,)<dI-E/2~ and (1-d)-~/2’<~7,(v,)<l -d. (1.6) 
Then ~,,i(~~j-v,‘/I)~~~~(~~)-~~(vr)~~d+~/2’-d+~/2’=~/2’~1 for j=k,m 
by (1.4) and (1.6). Hence Cnfm,k~n(I~n-~n/)3~-~)m(l~m-vm/)- 
~)k(/Uk-vkl)~(1-1/2i--)&. Putting S=(l-l/2’-“)&, c=l-d> 
N, = N\{m, k) we have the situation (B). 
In all the cases considered we obtained the estimation of I, ((x +~)/2) 
expressed by inequalities (1.1) and (1.3), where constants p, b, 6, k are 
dependent only on F and the function CP. So we showed uniform rotundity 
of I,, by Proposition 11 and Lemma 12. 
Necessity. The conditions (l)-(4) are satisfied, by Proposition 11 and 
Theorem 0.2. To prove (5), let us note that uniform convexity of 9 in the d- 
neighbourhood of zero is equivalent to the following condition. 
For every a E (0, 1) there exists 6~ (0, 1) such that 
c,“= 1 (Pn (f-&l (6, a)) < a> were ~~(6, a)=sup{u~ 10, q;‘(d)]: 
h,(u, au) 2 1 - 6). (1.7) 
Assuming that (5) is not satisfied we get 
for each kE N, where u,~ = u,(dk, a) E [0, ho,‘], a is some constant 
from the interval (0, 1) and (6,) is a sequence included in (O,l) such that 
6, JO. By definition of the sequence (u, (6, a)), the inequality 
hi (un,c> au,,)> l-6, (1.9) 
holds, for each n,k E N. In the sequel we shall consider two cases. 
(I) There exists b E (0, d) such that lim,, o3 supnam (P~(u,~) >b for 
each m E N. Hence, one can find increasing subsequences (ni), (k,) of N 
such that (p”, (u,,~,) E (b, d] for each j E N. For simplicity, we put j and uj in 
place of nj and u,,~~, . So ‘pi (vi) E (b, d] for each j E N. 
Assume for the moment that qj(uj) 6 + except for at most a finite number 
of indices. Without loss of generality, we put cpi(vj) < f for every j E N. 
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can also choose a monotone infinite subsequence of (cpj(vj) - cpj(avj)). 
Therefore we can suppose, e.g., this whole sequence to be nondecreasing, 
i.e., ~j(vj)+~j+l(avj+~)~~,~+~(vj+l)+~j(avj)~ Then there exists 
uj E [a, 1) such that 
(P2jtv*j) + (P2j+ 1 C"jv2j+ 1) = (P2jt 1 tZi2j+ 1) + ~2jCuu2j)9 (1.10) 
for every Jo N. The expressions from both sides of the above equality are 
less than one, because cpi(u,) + ‘pi(uvi) < 1 for each i,j~ N. Therefore 
(P2jtv2j) + (P2j+ 1 t”ju2j+ 1) + ‘Pl Ccj) = 1 (1.11) 
for some cj > 0. Let 
xj = vyezj + ujv2j+ 1 e2j+ 1 + cjel 
Yj=uv2je2j+v2j+le2jt1 + cjel. 
We have I, (xj) = Z, ( yj) = 1, by (1.10) and (1.11). Moreover, 
Z,((~~-y~)/(l-u))Bcp~~(v,,-)>b for each j~fU Then Z,(xj-yi)ac for 
some c > 0 and each Jo IV, by the condition 6,. By virtue of (1.9) and 
definition of (vj), hj(Vj, uvj) 3 1 - 6,,. Therefore and by the second property 
of hi considered in Lemma 0.3 h,, 1(v2j+l, aivy+ 1) 3 h,, I(v2j+ 1, 
uvy+ i) > 1 - Bkq+l is satisfied. Hence 
zcp((xj+Yj)/2)a C1 -6kJ((P2j(v2j) + cP2j(uv2j))/2 
+ C1 -6k2,+1)((P2j+ 1@2j+ 1) + (P2j+ 1 C"jv2j+ l))/2 
+~I(Cj)>l-dk*j+l, 
when j -+ co, by monotone convergence of (a,,) to zero and (1.10) and 
(1.11). 
Now let qj(vj) > 4 for an infinite number of indices. For simplicity we put 
cpj(vj) >$ for every Jo N. However, cpi(vj) <d, so d>+. Then, by (5), 
inf, ~,,(a,) < 4. It implies, by virtue of (4), that the intimum must be 
attained. So, we can put inf, ~,(a,) = cpl(u,) and d= 1 - ~~(a,). The 
function ‘pi is linear on some interval [a,, a,]. Let b, E (a,, iii) be such 
that ~l(b,)-cp,(u,)d(l-u)b. Hence 
cPl((a,+6,)/2)=(50,(a,)+cp,(b,)/2 
(PjCuvj) + qltbl) G cpiCvj) + Yl(“l) 
(1.12) 
holds for each j E N immediately, because (1 -a) b d (1 - a) cpi(vj) d 
cpi(vj) - cpi(uuj), by convexity of ‘pj. So, there exist uj E [a, 1) such that 
4oj("jvj)+cpI(b,)=cpj(vj)+cp,(a,). (1.13) 
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Moreover, we find cj>O such that 
Vjt"j) + Vl Cal) + V2 Ccj) = l3 
because ~j(vj)+~~(U~)dd+~~(a~)~l. Let 
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(1.14) 
,xj=a,e, +cje2+vjej 
yj = b,e, + cje2 + aiviej. 
We have l,(xj)=IV(yj)= 1, 1,(x,-y,)>cp,(b,-a,)>0 for each j>3. 
However, h,(v,,, ajvj) > hj(vj, auj) > 1 - 6,, by the property of A, and (1.9) 
and so 
‘,((Xj+Yj)/2)~v1(u1)/2+Vl(bl)/2+v,(cj) 
+ C1 - 6k,)(Vj(uj) + Vj(a,Vj))P 
3 l - (dkJ2)(Vj(vj) + Vj(ajvj)) 
>l-$4, 
whenj-t co, by (1.12), (1.13) and (1.14). 
(II) Contrary to (I), for every b E (0, d) there exists m E N such that 7 
lim kd m SUPn>m Y)~(u,~) <b. Hence we find subsequences (m,), (k,) of N 
such that (kj) is increasing and 
v, (U,k,) 6 l/2” l 
for each Jo N, n > mj. Moreover, it is known that 
(1.15) 
(1.16) 
by (1.8) and the condition 6,. We shall show that for each j E N there exist 
two disjoint subsets N,, N, of /Y such that 
I- l/2’- l d c Vn(U,k,) + c v,(au,,,) < 1 - l/2-‘, 
N!, N?, 
c (vn (%k,) - (Pn (aunk,)) 
N!, 
(1.17) 
(1.18) 
- C (v~(K~,) - vn(aunk,)) < W” I4 
% 
putting CB = 0. Indeed, let j be fixed at present. We put mj E N,. We have 
vn(sk,)-vn(ahk,)G 1/2j+l, 
h40/47/4-5 
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for all iz > mj, by (1.15). If the sum of the left side of the above inequality 
for n = mj and n = mj+ 1 is less than or equal to 1/2j+’ then we put 
mj + 1 EN,. If this sum is greater than 1/2j+’ then we put mj + 1 EN,. 
We have always Ihj(umjk,) - (P~,(QU~~~,)) - @+L,+~ (u,+ 1 k,) - qmj+ 1 
(au,, r kj))l d 1/2j+ ‘. If additionally, 
1 - W-l d ‘prnjbrnjk,) + vm,+ 1 (au,. 1 kj) d 1 - w, 
then we put N, = {mj} and Nzj = { mj + 1 }. In the opposite case we con- 
tinue this process finding sets N,, N, in a finite number of steps, because 
(1.15) and (1.16) hold. Let 
xj= 1 Unk,en + c aunkjen 
N!, NZj 
Yj = 1 aUnk,en + c Unk,en. 
N!, NZj 
We have 1,(x,)61 and Zp(yj)< 1, by (1.17) and (.18). Moreover, 
Z,((Xj-Yj)/(l-a))=CN,“N,cp,(u,k,)~t,bY (1.17),andsoZ~(xj-Yj)~c 
for some c > 0 and all Jo N. However, 
Zq ((Xj + Yj)/2) = 1 (Pn (c”nkj + aunk,)/2) 
NI, u Nz, 
2 (l - 8ki) 1 (qri bzk,) + (Pn (aunkj))/2. 
NI, u Nz, 
The right side of the inequality tends to 1, by (1.9) (1.17), and (1.18). We 
have shown that if cp does not satisfy the condition (5) then the modular IV 
is not uniformly rotund, in all the cases considered above. Then, by 
Proposition 11 and Remark 1.2, the necessity of the condition (5) is shown, 
which ends the proof. 
In particular, if all (Pi are equal, the known criterion of uniform rotun- 
dity of Orlicz sequence spaces (Theorem 7 in [7]) is easily obtained from 
the above theorem. 
Let (p,) be a sequence of real numbers pn~ [l, co). By l({p,}) we 
denote the Nakano space [ 121. Then the space I( { pn}) is the set of all real 
sequences x = (u,) such that C,“= i (l/p,)l;lu, IPn < co for some il > 0 depen- 
dent on x. Indeed, Z((p,}) is the MusielakkOrlicz sequence space I,, 
endowed with Luxemburg norm, if we put (Pi = (l/p,) uPn, u E Iw + . This 
space we can isometrically transform in such a way that q,(u) = uPn if 
UE [0, 11, q,(u) = u if u > 1, as we have shown at the beginning of this 
paper. Sundaresan in [12] has given a sufficient condition and a slightly 
weaker necessary condition for uniform rotundity of I( {p,}). We shall 
show that a criterion of uniform rotundity of I( { p,}) results from our main 
theorem. 
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2. THEOREM. The space ~{PJ) is uniformly rotund if and only if 
1-c lbp,< limp,<co andp,=lforatmostoneindexn. (2.1) 
n+cc n-rm 
Proof Let us note qp, (U) = uPn, u E [0, 11. Suppose the condition (2.1) is 
satisfied. There exist p and q such that 1 <p < q < CC and pn < q for all 
n E N and pn >p for almost all n E N. If go,(u) = ~8’” < 1 --E then 
U<(l-&) ‘lq for EE(O 1). It is evident that (1+8)4(1-~)1’q<1 for some 
6>0. Hence qn((1+6)u)=(l+d) P”UP”~(l+S)qU~(l+b)Y(1-E)l’q<1, 
if qn (u) < 1 - E. This shows that cp = (q,,) satisfies the condition (*). The 
condition 6, is also satisfied, because 9, (2~) < 2qf1qn (u) for all u E R + . It 
is enough to prove (5), because (3) and (4) are evident even though one of 
p, is equal to 1. We have the inequalities (see (ir) and (i.J in 171) 
((1+a)/2)P”<(1+aPn)/2-((1-a)/2)P~ ifp, > 2, 
((1+a)/2)P”~(1+aPn)/2-(~n(~n-1)/2) 
x ((1 -a)/(1 +a))‘~““((1 -a)/2)Pn, ifp, < 2, 
for any number a E [IO, 1). Hence it follows simply that 
h,(u,au)<l-((l-a)/2)4(1+a4)/2 forp, 2 2, 
h,(u,au)<1-(p(p-1)/2)((1-a)/(l+a))2-P 
x (( 1 - a)/2)*2/( 1 + a”) forp<p,<2, UE [0, l]. 
Therefore the condition (5) is fulfilled with d= 1 and (c,) = (1, O,...), 
putting p1 = 1. 
Let the space l({p,}) b e uniformly rotund. Then the conditions of the 
previous theorem must be fulfilled. The existence of n, at most one, for 
which pn = 1, follows easily from (4). Suppose lim, _ 5. pn = co. For Sim- 
licity we write lim, j m p, = co. If U, = p& then U, -+ 1 when n + co. 
This contradicts the condition (*). Now, suppose lim n , c3 p, = 1. There is 
an infinite decreasing sequence (p,,) such that p,, > 1 and limi, oc; pn, = I. 
Then 
h,i(u,au)=((l+a)/2)Pnt(2/(1+aPn~))-+ 1, 
if i -+ co, for all u E [0, 1 ] and a E [0, 1). Therefore the condition (5) cannot 
be fulfilled. This completes the proof. 
Finally let us note that the case of atomless measure was considered in 
[S] for Orlicz spaces and in [S] for Musielak-Orlicz spaces 
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